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Hello Delegates,

It’s my pleasure to welcome you to the United Nations Security Council! My name is Shiv Soin and I 
am honored to serve as your chair for this committee. I would like to take a few moments to introduce 
myself before delving into the substance of our debate.

Originally from Edison, New Jersey,  I am currently a freshman in the College of Arts and Sciences 
double majoring in Politics and Economics, hopefully to end up in law school. I have been an active 
participant in Model UN for the past six years and still continue to be active. I have experienced 
competing in conferences throughout my time in high school, but have relegated myself to chairing at 
NYU. I also am a chair for NYU’s college conference, NYUMUNC, for our futuristic Joint-Crisis 
Committee. Outside of Model UN, I love to run, listen to all types of music (I currently love Khalid’s 
Suncity), and drink coffee to feed my caffeine addiction.

Working alongside with me are Young Joon Cho and Sanjana Bhambhani. Young Joon, or YJ for 
short, is a sophomore at the College of Arts and Sciences studying Economics. He previously served as 
a moderator for DISEC in EmpireMUNC IV. Sanjana is a freshman in the Gallatin School of 
Individualized Study planning on concentrating in International Relations and Dance. All of us have 
worked countless hours preparing this background guide and making this committee the best it could 
possibly be!

This session of the UNSC will focus on two topics of great importance: Jihadism in Bangladesh and the 
Yemeni Civil War. These topics may seem unconventional, but that’s the purpose of their discussion. 
Many don’t understand the magnitude of these topics and the implications they have on our 
geopolitical landscape. But after our debate, I hope that we can understand their nuances and find 
innovative solutions.

Finally, I would like to remind everyone that delegates are required to submit position papers in order 
to be eligible for awards. The position papers should be emailed to me at the address below by 
November 13th, 2018 at 11:59 PM. 

I’m looking forward to meeting all of you. If you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to 
me at the email below as well!

Best,

Shiv R. Soin
Chair, United Nations Security Council
EmpireMUNC V
chair.unsc.empiremuncv@gmail.com 

Welcome Letter

mailto:chair.unsc.empiremuncv@gmail.com
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Committee Description 
Introduction to the UN Security Council 
By authority of Chapter V of the Charter of the United Nations, the UN Security Council has the                  
primary authority and responsibility for the upholding peace and security for the international             
community. On October 24, 1945, the victors of World War II sanctioned the UN Charter, which                
created the Security Council and established themselves as the permanent members of the             
council. These five states, delegated with special responsibilities and powers, are referred to as              
the P5 states: the United States of America, the United Kingdom, People’s Republic of China,               
France, and the Russian Federation. Non-P5 members have temporary membership and rotate            
out with other states every two years. All members have an equal vote for procedural matters;                
however, the P5 states have the unique ability to veto substantive resolutions. 

Committee Structure for EmpireMUNC 
This year’s UNSC committee structure is very unique. Although we are a United Nations              
Security Council—which typically calls for a strict 15-person membership and is usually run as a               
crisis committee—we will be making a few adjustments. Instead, we will have 20-25 members in               
our Security Council. The current members of the Security Council (P5 Nations, Bolivia, Côte              
d’Ivoire, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Netherlands, Peru, Poland, Sweden)          
will retain their voting rights; the P5 nations will also be retain their veto powers. Non-council                
observer states will not be granted voting rights. However, they will be allowed to sponsor               
resolutions and directives. It’s important to note that voting rights will have no impact on award                
decisions. 

Crisis Elements 
Unfortunately, we are not a full-fledged crisis committee. Although our committee is crisis             
driven, we will not be taking notes or allowing for any portfolio powers. Delegates will receive                
crisis updates throughout committee. The large majority of these updates will be in response to               
the actions and directives passed by the council. The frequency of the updates will be under the                 
chair’s discretion; however, delegates can expect at least one update per session. When updates              
are available, the dias will read them to the committee. 
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Topic A: Jihadism in Bangladesh 

 
Relatives of a victim of the 2016 Dhaka Attacks, Source: European Pressphoto Agency 

 

History of Bangladesh 
Initially part of modern day India and Pakistan, Bangladesh gained its independence on             

March 26th, 1971. India and Pakistan had already separated and Pakistan itself was divided into               
‘East Pakistan’ and ‘West Pakistan’. East Pakistan became Bangladesh.  

The Bangladeshi struggle for independence was propelled by numerous factors. First,           
East Pakistan had fewer Muslims than the West (a key cause of the Indian partition). Some                
separatist movements had already begun to arise in East Pakistan. After the East Pakistani Party               
“Awami League” leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman won national elections in 1970, the leader of              
the Pakistan People’s Party (Zulfikar Ali Bhutto) did not permit Rahman to take over as Prime                
Minister and proposed the separation of Pakistan into East and West instead. Bhutto disagreed              
and a discussion was opened but failed. As a result, Rahman held a strike, which led to the                  
military challenging the winning party’s desire to have more control. 
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On March 26th 1971, M.A. Hannan (leader from Chittagong) declared independence           

which propelled the war into fruition. The League began conducting acts of civil disobedience              
which resulted in participants attacking non-Bengalis. The military saw themselves as ‘freedom            
fighters’ but could not find reporters to publicize their victories, as a large number of journalists                
had been exiled. The government also wanted to report the massacres committed by their              
opponents but denied their own war crimes -- some even to this today. In fact, even claims of                  
systematic killings or the ‘genocides’ committed by the Awami League are brushed aside as              
Indian propaganda. After nine months, the Bangladesh Liberation War ended as Pakistan            
surrendered.  1

 
Jamaat-e-Islami 

The Jamaat-e-Islami is a religiously affiliated group in Pakistan that has been adopted the              
ideologies of Maulana Sayyid Abul A’la Maududi and Dr. Mohammed Iqbal (poet) since 1941.              2

They promote close influence of the Islamic religion on Muslim governments. It has several              
branches including Jamaat-e-Islami Hind and Jamaat-e-Islami Bangladesh. In the Bangladesh          
Liberation War, the Jamaat opposed separation as this would also separate Muslims; hence, this              
facilitated the killing and raping of hundreds of thousands of Pakistanis.  

In 1971, the Jamaat was shut-down in Bangladesh due to the Awami League’s policy of               
separation between politics and religion. In 1979, with a change in party, policies changed and               
the Jamaat re-established itself. As punishment for war crimes, a number of Jamaat leaders were               
executed by Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina who came to power in 2008; however, there has been                
global pressure to halt such executions since.  3

Flooding 

Bangladesh experiences annual flooding due to the three rivers on which the country has              
been built: Jamuna, Padma and Meghna. Other than the natural causes (ie. monsoon climate and               
rising sea level) Bangladesh’s rapid urbanization, deforestation, demand for fresh water and lack             
of stable flood defenses aggravate the issue of regular flooding and weaken the infrastructure in               
the developing country.  

One major flooding occurred in 2004 when the melting Himalayas and severe soil             
erosion caused one of Bangladesh’s worst floods. Being a less economically developed country             
(LEDC), Bangladesh did not have the means to quickly recover from the flood. 140 million               
people were left without basic needs like water and homes; 30 million were forced into shelters                
that provided only muddy water for consumption and within days diseases began to spread. 

 

1 “Bangladesh War of Independence” New World Encyclopedia, URL Here 
2 “Jamaat-e-Islami” GlobalSecurity.org, URL Here 
3 “Why Bangladesh is executing Jamaat-e-Islami leaders. A short history” The Indian Express, URL Here 
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Another instance was in 2012 when the heavy monsoon had caused continuous flooding             

leaving no time for citizens to recover from the last flood before the next one came. Systems in                  
Bangladesh were still not in place and the support the LEDC was receiving also reduced greatly;                
the weakening economy thus suffered even more. The six-week flood destroyed tinned-roof            
houses, mud banks and communication media. It caused landslides due to further soil erosion              
and lightning storms are said to have electrified the water. This led to 163 deaths and half a                  
million people displaced - some even left atop buildings. Essential resources were, once again,              
scarce: no firewood, food or clean water. Poverty and malnutrition became rampant.  4

Major Terrorist Groups  5

“Neo” Jamaat-ul Mujahideen Bangladesh (JMB) and ISIS affiliation 
Since the 2016 Dhaka attack (where five militants took hostages and fired at the Holey               

Artisan Bakery in Dhaka), law enforcement officials began using the term “neo-Jamaat-ul            
Mujahideen” to obscure ISIS’s role in Bangladesh. In an interview, JMB’s current amir,             6

Salahuddin, dismissed the term as an invention of “infidels”. He did, however, acknowledge that              
some members had joined ISIS.   7

The “neo-Jamaat-ul Mujahideen” faction — which refers to itself as Islamic State            
Bangladesh – was thought to be led by a Canadian-Bangladeshi, Tamim Chowdhury, until his              
August 2016 death in an alleged extrajudicial killing. The faction was divided by geographic              
region, with each regional unit led by a commander who focused on operational activities              
endorsed by the central leadership. Several regional commanders have been killed in Dhaka,             
Chittagong, Rajshahi and points further north. The structure that Chowdhury headed appears to             
have been dismantled but counter-terrorism officials say it has splintered into smaller cells that,              
for now, conduct fewer coordinated operations.   8

Chowdhury also reportedly played a pivotal role in bringing together Ansarul Islam, a             
section of JMB’s network still active in northern districts and the south east, and individuals               
acting on behalf of ISIS in Bangladesh and Syria. Counter-terrorism officials believe he was the               
primary coordinator between ISIS and Bangladeshi jihadist groups. Chowdhury concentrated his           9

recruitment efforts in Dhaka’s Banani neighbourhood and cantonment area, possibly tapping into            
discontent inside the army. He also established contact with young extremists who provided             
access to youth studying at coaching centres. Many suspected militants detained or killed in              
security raids since July 2016 were young boys from affluent backgrounds who had months  

4 “ Bangladesh” FloodWorld, URL Here 

5 From Crisis Group Report: “Countering Jihadist Militancy in Bangladesh”, 28 Feb 2018. URL here 
6 Crisis Group interviews, security analysts and journalists, Dhaka, May 2017. 
7 “Jamaatul Mujahideen amir Shaikh Salahuddin – special interview”, Sahm Al Hind Media, 13 May 2017; “Living 
in fear away from home”, The Hindu, 17 May 2016. URL here 
8 Crisis Group interviews, counter-terrorism, intelligence officials, Dhaka, June 2017. 
9 Crisis Group interviews, security officials, Dhaka, June 2017. 
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earlier left home; the “neo-Jamaat-ul Mujahideen” appears to be a similar demographic to Ansar.             
 10

Even earlier, in 2015, Bangladeshi intelligence and security agencies uncovered          
communications between local jihadists and Bangladeshi fighters in Syria, though they could not             
decode much of the content. In a Chittagong raid, officials also discovered an ISIS flag and                
evidence of communication among JMB members arguing in favour of joining ISIS. ISIS also              11

began claiming responsibility for several attacks in Bangladesh – including the 2016 Dhaka             
attack – on social media. The October 2015 issue of Dabiq, ISIS’s monthly magazine, contained               
a special story on Bangladesh, praising earlier JMB exploits. Saifullah Ozaki, a Bangladeshi who              
formerly was an associate professor in Kyoto, also played a key role through an online platform                
in recruiting Bangladeshis to ISIS and arranging their travel to Syria. There have been claims he                
may today even be the leader of the JMB faction – the “neo-Jamaat-ul Mujahideen” – that is                 
more closely identified with ISIS .  12

 

Candlelight vigil in memory of the Dhaka attacks, Source: The Japan Times 

 

10 “Where have the rest of the missing people gone?”, Dhaka Tribune, 4 April 2017. URL here. 
11 Crisis Group interviews, counter-terrorism officials, Dhaka, Chittagong, June 2017. 
12 “How JMB evolved to ‘Neo JMB’”, BDNews24.com, 17 August 2016. URL here; “Bangladeshi who taught at 
Ritsumeikan among 10 suspects wanted by police over Dhaka attack: sources”, The Japan Times, 21 July 2016. 
URL here 
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Ansarul Islam (Ansar, “The Helpers of Islam”) and Al-Qaeda affiliated terrorism 
What had started as an online community reportedly inspired by the sermons of Anwar              

al-Awlaki, a U.S. citizen who joined al-Qaeda’s Yemen branch, gradually morphed into a group              
of young Bangladeshis following a fiery local preacher, Jashimuddin Rahmani, based in Dhaka’s             
Basila neighbourhood. Ansar soon began identifying itself, through online posts, as the            
Bangladesh chapter of al-Qaeda, also known as Ansarul Islam.  

Beginning in 2013, Ansar prioritized killing liberal and secular bloggers who publicly            
insulted Islam, rather than unbelievers who kept their views private. In February 2015, Avijit              13

Roy, a prominent US-based blogger visiting Dhaka, was killed by machete-wielding assailants at             
a major book fair. In the course of the year, six more bloggers and two gay rights activists were                   
similarly hacked to death, and four others injured, either in their homes or in public places, with                 
all attacks claimed by Ansar.  14

Ansar is primarily urban-based. Although it remains a small organization, according to            
intelligence and counter-terrorism officials, Ansar has a formal structure that divides members            
into three groups, managed by a coordination team: dawa, which oversees logistics and             
recruitment; asqari, which oversees military training; and a media wing run by IT experts that               
collates domestic and international coverage of the group. The group also includes a             15

subgroup— mashul—which plans and oversees all attacks, while the foot soldiers executing           
operations are part of a subcategory called mamur. 

Many of Ansar’s leaders and members appear to be well educated and Dhaka-based.             
Rezwanul Azad Rana, a former activist from Shibir, the youth wing of the JeI, and a teaching                 
assistant at North South, Dhaka’s largest private university, was reportedly one of the group’s              
first organizers and allegedly planned and oversaw the bloggers’ murders before fleeing to             
Malaysia after law enforcement agencies learned of his role. Other members kept Ansar’s             16

organization intact and active after Rana’s departure. One was reportedly Junoon Shikder,            
another North South student, arrested in 2013 for alleged links with Ansar but released on bail a                 
year later. He, too, fled to Malaysia, in 2014, whence he reportedly moved to Syria, suggesting                
he may have shifted his allegiance from al-Qaeda to ISIS.  

 
 
 

13 “Ansar al-Islam Bangladesh lists categories of potential targets for killing”, SITE Intelligence Group, 29 May 
2015. URL here.  
14 “Behind killings in Bangladesh lies a brutal power struggle”, The Indian Express, 29 April 2016. URL here 
15 Crisis Group interviews, intelligence and counter-terrorism officials, Dhaka, June 2017. 
16 See also: “Blogger Rajib killing: convicted Rana hiding in Malaysia”, The New Age, 22 January 2016, URL here; 
“Blogger Rajib murder mastermind arrested”, Dhaka Tribune, 20 February 2017, URL here; Sajjan Gohel, “The 
nexus of local and international extremist groups in Bangladesh”, South Asia@LSC blog, 22 July 2016. URL here 
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Since late 2015, the killings of bloggers have stopped. Many prominent online activists             

either have fled Bangladesh or keep a lower profile.  17

Awami League 
The Awami League came to power in January 2009 having promised an international war              

crimes tribunal to prosecute those responsible for atrocities during the 1971 war of             
independence, a longstanding demand popular with the party’s voter base. Most of those             
expected to be tried were Bangladesh Jamaat-e-Islami, or JeI party members; others were from              
the Bangladesh Nationalist Party, or the BNP. The tribunal was established in 2010. 

While the quest for justice was legitimate, the trials were deeply flawed, lacking due              
process. They were also convenient tools for sidelining or eliminating rivals and rallying the              
Awami League’s political base. The convictions and executions that followed provoked a            
domestic backlash; many of the accused had major followings, notably among religiously            
conservative constituencies across the country. In particular, the 2013 death sentence for JeI             
leader Delwar Hossain Sayedee, a popular preacher, prompted violent countrywide          
demonstrations and clashes with police that left hundreds of protesters dead. Islamists portrayed             
the trials as an attack on Bangladesh’s Muslim identity.   18

By the end of 2013, at least 500 people had been killed, making it the deadliest year of                  
civil strife since Bangladesh’s secession from Pakistan in 1971. The polls themselves, in January              
2014, were likewise marred by violence. Given the BNP’s boycott, Bangladesh’s parliament is             
almost bereft of opposition to the ruling party. A year later, a violent campaign led by the BNP                  
and JeI – replete with arson attacks on polling stations and assaults on policemen, as well as                 
hartals (strikes) and transport blockades – marked the anniversary of those elections. This             
campaign, aimed at forcing fresh elections, provoked months of clashes, leaving around 150             
people dead or missing. 
 
Bangladesh’s Response to Terrorism  19

Use of Force 
Since 2016, law enforcement agencies have raided numerous jihadist hideouts in different            

parts of the capital, neighbouring Narayanganj and Gazipur, Chittagong, as well as in the north.               
Yet many counter-terrorism operations seem focused on killing those suspected of involvement            
with jihadist networks, rather than disrupting or dismantling those networks and countering their             
influence.   2021

17 “Living in fear away from home”, The Hindu, 17 May 2016. URL here; Investigators and prosecutors have made 
little progress on the cases of the bloggers’ killings. 
18 From Crisis Group Report: “Mapping Bangladesh’s Political Crisis”, 9 Feb 2015. URL here 
19 From Crisis Group Report: “Countering Jihadist Militancy in Bangladesh”, 28 Feb 2018. URL here 
20  “9 militants killed in Dhaka hideout”, The Daily Star, 27 July 2016; “Extremism suspect killed in Lalbagh police 
raid”, New Age, 11 September 2016. URL here 
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The Bangladesh Armed Forces, Source: Nikkei Asian Review 

 
Odhikar, a Bangladeshi human rights organization, estimates that there have been as            

many as 2,000 such killings since 2001 by the Rapid Action Battalion and police, with 128 in                 
2016 and 154 in 2017. The group also claims that at least 330 people, including alleged militants,                 
as well as opposition BNP and JeI members, have disappeared since the Awami League              
government came to office in 2009. Many others have been detained for long periods without               22

charge. Among the latter category were two survivors of the 2016 Dhaka attack, Hasnat Karim               
and Tahmid Hasib. Family members claimed that law enforcement personnel had apprehended            
them from their homes without warrants after images/videos of supposedly suspicious behaviour            
during the siege emerged on social media. Hasib was detained for almost a year before being                
released without charge; Karim remains in custody, charged with involvement in the attack,             
though officials have provided few details.  

The Dhaka metropolitan Counter Terrorism and Transnational Crime Unit, rather than the            
Rapid Action Battalion, has been given the counter-terrorism lead, a shift in authority that aims,               
according to officials, to build specialized counter-terrorism expertise in the force. But instead of              
using intelligence for operations aimed at dismantling jihadist groups, the state’s response            
continues to consist mostly of killing suspected militants, as is evident in recent raids in Comilla,  

 
 

21 “Bangladesh: End disappearance and secret detentions”, Human Rights Watch, 6 July 2017. URL here. 
22 Odhikar publications: “Crossfire/gunfight from 2001-2007”; “Bangladesh: annual human rights report 2016” 
(undated); “Enforced disappearance 2009-2017 February” (March 2017); and “Bangladesh: annual human rights 
report 2017”, Jan 2018, p. 30. Odhikar 
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Chittagong, Sylhet, Rajshahi and elsewhere . A district police official acknowledged that           23

extrajudicial killings were common . 24

 
Following the Money 

 

Source: Pictures of Money/Flickr 

Jihadist groups raise funds from multiple sources. Militants’ families apparently          
contribute considerable sums for individual attacks, to hide and train operatives, and to acquire              
weapons. Zakat, obligatory Islamic alms for the poor, was a major funding source for the               
previous generation of jihadists and is still tapped by such groups.   25

Bangladesh’s long, porous borders with India and Myanmar pose particular challenges to            
countering the flow of illicit funds, some of which may end up bankrolling jihadist operations.               
Indeed, Bangladesh is “a transshipment point for drugs produced in both the ‘golden triangle’ of               
Southeast Asia and ‘golden crescent’ of Central Asia”. According to a former senior security              
official, jihadist outfits also depend on forged Indian currency from Pakistan. Individuals as             26

well as organizations from Saudi Arabia and Kuwait in particular fund madrasas and mosques              
across Bangladesh, with some of the money apparently finding its way to jihadist groups.   27

23 “New JMB Rajshahi military chief killed in gunfight”, Dhaka Tribune, 3 March 2017. URL here 
24 Crisis Group interview, Chandpur, June 2017. 
25  “A year after Gulshan attack, police are still looking for five fugitives”, Dhaka Tribune, 1 July 2017. URL here 
26 Crisis Group interview, Dhaka, June 2017. 
27 “Militant funding: 17 foreign NGOs under intel surveillance”, Dhaka Tribune, 19 July 2017. URL here 
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Particularly vexing is the jihadist use of hundi, an informal domestic and international             
money transfer mechanism. For the most part, this mechanism is benign: an estimated six million               
Bangladeshis working in the Middle East and Southeast Asia send home about $12-15 billion              
annually, about half of it through hundi. But JMB has long run its own hundi operations that                 28

provide both profits and a secure method of moving funds. Moving small sums over time is a                 
simple way of evading detection. The central bank, the Bangladesh Bank, has had marginal              
success in screening these transfers. More promising are its attempts to make increase usage of               
regular banking channels for remittances. 
 The government has taken steps to counter money laundering and terrorist financing. The             
2009 Anti-Terrorism Act empowered the Bangladesh Bank to freeze accounts and take other             
actions to curb criminal activity. The Money Laundering Prevention Act of 2012 and 2013              
amendments to the Anti-Terrorism Act lengthened the list of money laundering offenses and             
expanded the categories of reporting entities, while widening the scope of legal sanctions. The              
2012 Mutual Legal Assistance Act aimed to strengthen international cooperation efforts. And            
Bangladesh became a member of the Asia Pacific Group on money laundering in July 2013. 

These efforts have met with international approval. In February 2014, the international            
Financial Action Task Force removed Bangladesh from its “grey list” which includes            
“jurisdictions with strategic AML (Anti-Money Laundering)/CFT (Combating the Financing of          
Terrorism) deficiencies that have not made sufficient progress in addressing the deficiencies,”            
and an October 2016 Asia Pacific Group assessment noted significant improvement in            
compliance with international anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing standards.         

It also found that the Bangladesh Bank’s Financial Intelligence Unit effectively disseminated             2930

information to law enforcement and other agencies. The 2017 Basel anti-money laundering            
index, published by the Switzerland-based Babel Institute on Governance, ranked Bangladesh           
second in South Asia behind India. 

Politicising Counter-terrorism 

Rather than building political consensus on the threat posed by jihadist groups and how to               
tackle it, Prime Minister Hasina’s government has more often exploited the militants’ attacks to              
discredit the opposition. Awami League leaders accuse the BNP of assisting militants when they              
were in office from 2001-2006; some of them go so far as to accuse it of involvement in                  
high-profile jihadist attacks since 2015. Hasina blamed those who “have resorted to terrorism  

28 “Overseas employment remittances from 1976 to 2017”, Bureau of Manpower, Employment and Training, 
Ministry of Expatriates’ Welfare and Overseas Employment, Government of Bangladesh. Website 
29 FATF website. URL here 
30 “Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing measures: Bangladesh”, Mutual Evaluation Report, 
Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering, October 2016. URL here 
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after failing to win the hearts of people democratically”, a thinly veiled reference to the BNP and                 
its JeI allies.   31

 

The Jatiya Sangsad, the Parliament of Bangladesh, From United News Bangladesh 

Notwithstanding the BNP’s mixed record of combating militancy while in office in the             
2000s, the governments’ accusations of BNP support for such groups today have little credibility              
and serve mainly as a way for the ruling party to tarnish its principal political rival. Similar                 
accusations against JeI are equally politicized, as evidenced by the measures taken to force the               
party from politics and its base almost entirely underground. With the JeI weakened and many               
senior leaders executed following the war crimes trials, there is a risk that some supporters throw                
in their lot with harder-line groups, as avenues to pursue goals peacefully close. 

Current Situation 
Jammat-e-Islam Trials 

In 2014, Bangladesh’s largest Islamic party, Jamaat-e-Islami stood trial for the crimes            
against humanity it committed throughout Bangladesh’s history. Evidence collected suggests that           
Jammat committed atrocities that violated the human rights rules laid out in the Geneva              
Convention of 1950.  

The court convicted Motiur Rahman Nizami, head of the organization, for crimes that             
occurred during the country’s independence movement. He was charged and convicted for            
murder, rape, incitement and leading the armed group, Al Bad, against pro-liberation supporters             
during the war.  

 

31 “PM blames it on local, int’l quarters”, The Daily Star, 3 July 2016. URL here 
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However, this trial and decision has been linked to controversy. Al Jazeera reported how              

a possible reason for the sentencing could have been politically motivated. "It's no coincidence              
that the decision to commute the sentence happened when Hasina was attending the annual              
United Nations General Assembly gathering in New York. She did not want to risk violence on                
the streets of Bangladesh while she was facing world leaders. The court's decision was a               
demonstration of her control of the courts. The lives of these people are in her hands,” they note.                 

 32

Impact of Rohingya Refugees 

As of February 2018, the United Nations estimates that almost one million Rohingya             
refugees have fled Burma to escape the brutal ethnic cleansing. However, most of these refugees               
—900,000 approximately—have settled in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh. 

One major concern of Bangladesh’s is the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army (ARSA)            
attempting to recruit refugees for their militant operations. Bangladesh is already dealing with             
terrorist organizations within their borders and fear ARSA’s connections to other terror cells. 

Another major concern involves Bangladesh’s economy. Many workers are complaining          
about price increases and job loss due to refugees who are willing to work for lower wages.  

Social factors must also be taken into consideration. According to the Washington Post,             
“73 percent are living in new spontaneous settlements, 13 percent in makeshift settlements, 9              
percent among host communities, and 5 percent in formal refugee camps.” This is to avoid               
Rohingya assimilation into the Bengali population. More importantly, refugees on these           
settlements are at high-risk for sex and drug trafficking.  33

 
Rohingya refugees, Source: CNN 

32 “The Politics at Play in Bangladesh War Trials,” Al Jazeera, URL Here 
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Possible Solutions 
Curbing Recruitment: Engaging Bangladesh’s Youth 

Police officers, lawyers, and others who have interacted with jihadists contend that large             
numbers of militants are drawn to jihadist ideas online prior to joining violent groups.              34

However, there is little credible research on what drives recruitment or on the profile of those                
recruited, beyond approximate age group (15-35) and broad geographic location (with a heavy             
concentration in northern regions). Indeed, recruits show enormous diversity: from madrasa           
students to upper middle-class youth at private universities. A senior counter-terrorism official            
admitted: “We are struggling to disrupt recruitment”.   35

The government has adopted some strategies beyond law enforcement to counter the            
appeal of jihadism. Some ideas include public awareness campaigns and training muezzins            
(mosque preachers) to give anti-militancy sermons at Friday prayers. But the effectiveness of             
such measures remains unproven and, in any case, they are inconsistently implemented. 

Little has been done to regulate the qaumi madrasas, which teach around 1.4 million              
students in rural and other economically deprived areas, and which continue to supply a              
potential, if limited, pool of recruits and sympathisers. Aliya madrasas are largely state-funded             36

and registered under the government-mandated Bangladesh Madrasa Education Board, which          
also designs curricula, holds exams and contracts textbook production. In contrast, the qaumi             
sector evades government supervision, even as security officials suggest tighter monitoring. The            
Awami League government’s decision to formally recognise a qaumi madrasa degree as            
equivalent to a master’s degree only makes these seminaries more attractive. To be sure, the               37

vast majority of madrasa students do not turn to jihadism, but the lack of government regulation                
allows for the promotion of sectarian intolerance and, in some cases, even incitement to violence.               
Until there is greater state oversight over the madrasa curriculum, the government should rescind              
its master’s degree decision. 

The challenge goes well beyond the madrasa sector, though. Private university campuses            
like North South’s have also seen students drawn to jihadism, whereupon they have perpetrated              
some of the most lethal attacks at home and/or travelled to join the Islamic State in Iraq and                  
Syria. Yet security agencies appear far more focused on countering opposition to the             38

government than disrupting jihadism recruitment on campuses. While political polarisation          
deepens and the partisan crackdowns on the Awami League’s rivals continue, that is likely to               
remain the case. 

34 Crisis Group interviews, Dhaka, June-August 2017. 
35 Crisis Group interview, Dhaka, April 2017. 
36 “Modernisation of madrasa education in Bangladesh: a strategy paper”, Bangladesh Enterprise Institute, June 
2011. URL here 
37 Crisis Group interview, Awami League advisory council member, Dhaka, June 2017. 
38 “Latest Bangladeshi IS fighter killed in Iraq is Taz Rahman”, Dhaka Tribune, 12 May 2017, URL here ; 
“Wolf-Pack terrorism: Inspired by ISIS, made in Bangladesh”, Saroj Kumar Rath, YaleGlobal Online, 5 July 2016. 
URL here  
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Reforming the Criminal Justice System 
Law enforcement agencies in Bangladesh rely on brute force in part because the criminal              

justice system is enfeebled, with poor investigative capacity, weak prosecutors and a paralysing             
backlog of court cases. This is particularly the case in rural communities where significant              
jihadist recruitment takes place and police are poorly paid, prone to corruption and lacking in               
basic training. Together, these factors have allowed scores, possibly hundreds, of detained            
militants to escape punishment.  39

By resorting to extrajudicial methods to overcome these problems, the state plays into             
jihadists’ hands, as such tactics harden popular perceptions of politicization and score settling. A              
prominent ex-military security analyst said: “If extrajudicial killings continue, there is a            
possibility we will get more and more extremists. They can now say, ‘we told you there is no                  
rule of law and this is the evidence’”. Killing alleged jihadists is doubly injurious: it validates                40

this view while impeding intelligence gathering. 
It seems some political leaders would rather continue to use the flawed justice system              

against rivals than reform it. But hampering the ability of the police and courts to tackle the                 
threat presented by jihadist groups will almost certainly erode the government’s own position. To              
implement a more effective counter-terrorism strategy, it will need to address the causes of its               
deteriorating criminal justice system, notably obsolete investigation methods and resources as           
well as the failure to professionalise police and prosecution agencies.  41

Bloc Positions 
United States of America 

On a diplomatic level, the United States is working with the Bangladeshi government to 
fight terrorist forces. In order to further certain interests (ie. the spread of an open-market policy, 
the fight against terrorism and the fight for human rights and democracy), the United States is 
expected to continue to be in support of Bangladesh through monetary aid.  It may be 42

noteworthy that Bangladesh had received the largest amount of aid from the United States other 
than Afghanistan and Pakistan. Furthermore, the United States is Bangladesh’s largest exporter 
and investor.  43

China and India 
Both India and China have significant and similar interests in Bangladesh. China’s 

interest in Bangladeshi politics arises from a larger desire to have a stronger influence across 
Asia militarily, financially and in trade. Currently, Bangladesh runs a significant current account  

 

39 “148 ‘militants’ out on bail create fresh threat”, Protom Alo, 13 June 2017. URL here 
40 Crisis Group interview, Major General (retired) Moniruzzaman, Dhaka, August 2017. 
41 Crisis Group Report, Political Conflict, Extremism and Criminal Justice in Bangladesh. 
42 “CRS Report for Congress” Bruce Vaughn, URL Here 
43 “U.S. Relations With Bangladesh” U.S. Department of State, URL Here 
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surplus, having imported only US $750 million compared with their $17 billion exports. China 
has also provided Bangladesh with monetary assistance for its infrastructure. 

China also helps Bangladesh militarily with equipment. However, China’s response to 
the Rohingya refugee crisis reflected a weakness in Bangladeshi-Chinese relations. Hence, while 
China is willing to help militarily and financially, its contribution in the government’s fight 
against jihadist forces does not extend further. In fact, there has been little indication of explicit 
support in the fight against terrorism.  44

India’s heavy involvement in Bangladesh stems from their shared history and border, 
which has resulted in national security and religious concerns for India. India is primarily 
concerned that transportation between Bangladesh and the northeast would be closed if relations 
were strained. Currently, India holds a large current account surplus in Bangladesh, with 
Bangladesh’s deficit amounting to approximately US $12 billion. Aside from remittances and 
other informal trade with Bangladesh, India also provided US $150 million in assistance. Such 
assistance has amounted to the development of railways, a deep-sea port and other such projects.

 45

Pakistan 
Relations between Pakistan and Bangladesh have always been tense. In January 1976, 

relations were somewhat amended through communicative links, especially given altering 
relations with India, China and the West and a re-alignment with Islam. Bangladesh also showed 
significant support in favour of Pakistani views on issues on the world stage, like the Soviet 
involvement in Afghanistan.  From the perspective of jihadism, Pakistan’s new Prime Minister 46

Imran Khan has spoken out on the issue of blasphemy against Islam and holds a strong pro-Islam 
stance in general.  He has denounced extremists Muslims who spread a ‘bad name’ for Islam. 47

Questions to Consider 
1. What role can international cooperation play in eradicating Jihadism in Bangladesh? 
2. What would be an ideal way to determine the political foundations of Bangladesh to 

avoid further instability? 
3. How can the humanitarian aspects (civilian casualties, Rohingya people) be solved in a 

practical manner? 
4. How can Bangladesh’s response be further measured and made more effective?  

44 “China and the Jihadi Threat” Guy Burton, URL Here 
45 “China and India’s geopolitical tug of war for Bangladesh” East Asia Forum, URL Here 
46 “Pakistan” Countrystudies, URL Here 
47 “Pakistan’s Imran Khan takes a hardline religious stance in fractured country” Business Day, URL Here 
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Topic B: War in Yemen 

 
The aftermath of the Coalition’s airstrike, Source: Khaled Abdullah/Reuters 

History of Conflict 
The conflict in Yemen is rooted in the political turmoil that occurred in late 2011. As the                 

Arab Spring uprisings occurred around the region, the authoritarian leader of Yemen, Ali             
Abdullah Saleh, was forced out of power in favor of vice president Abdrabbuh Mansour Hadi in                
2011. This transition was brokered by the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), which was backed              
by the United States. The National Dialogue Conference (NDC), a stipulation of the GCC,              
convened to formulate a new Yemeni Constitution. 

During his term, President Hadi struggled to tackle a myriad of issues: he failed to               
counter attacks by al–Qaeda and he continued the support of military officers to the former               
President Saleh which brought upon corruption, food insecurity, and unemployment. Amnesty           48

International further reported that “ government forces continue to commit human rights           
violations, including unlawful killings and enforced disappearances, against supporters of          
secession in the south and a conflict with the Houthi armed group in the north is renewed.”  49

 The Houthi Movement has taken stark opposition to the government. The Houthi’s            
represent Yemen’s Zaydi Shi’ism Muslim minority in Northern Yemen. In 2003, the Houthis  
 

48 “Yemen Crisis: Who is Fighting Whom?” BBC, URL Here  
49 “Yemen: The Forgotten War” Amnesty International, URL Here 
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opposed Saleh for his backing of the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq and have continued to fight the                 
government to gain far more traction than its marginalized base in Northern Yemen. 
  

The conflict was triggered by many actions by both the Hadi government and the Houthi               
Movement. First, the Hadi government lifted fuel subsidies in July 2014 under immense pressure              
from the International Monetary Fund. The Houthi Movement held mass protests calling for             
lower prices and a new government. Consequently, pro-Hadi supporters held counter rallies,            
contributing to the friction of these factions. Furthermore, military units soon began to align              
themselves to Houthi rebels, rather than the Hadi government. Tensions also rose when             50

pro-Houthi forces abducted the President’s chief of staff, Ahmed bin Mubarak; the President             
soon responded by giving orders to the army to take over the security of the capital. Many                 
Houthis saw this as a plot to dismantle their Popular Committees. These committees, which are               
pro-Houthi, were deployed on the streets of the cities that were captured by rebels last year. They                 
set up checkpoints around government buildings, at the Sana’a international airport and even             
near the presidential palace. The Houthis originally agreed to pull out their fighters once a               
government was formed, but later recanted that statement saying that withdrawing would lead to              
more instability.  51

Timeline of Conflict  52

1994 War 

 

Photo from the 1994 Yemeni Civil War, Source: Alaraby 
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The 1994 Yemen War was a civil war between the pro-union north and socialist south.               

The war resulted in the defeat of the south, the reunification of Yemen, and lead to the exile of                   
many Yemeni Socialist Party leaders.  

In the 70 days of war, civilians were detained without charge and against their will and a                 
large number were even killed. The opposition destroyed resource infrastructure (ie. water            
pumping stations) and were also responsible for attacks on Somali refugee camps among other              
civilian locations. Looting and vandalism became commonplace; more surprisingly, the          
government requested damages from the international community for the avoidable          
infrastructural damage they had caused. Citizens were held against their will and without legal              
cause and some were even given the death penalty for low-level crimes. Freedom of speech was                
also limited; journalists who seemed to oppose the government were either warned or             
imprisoned.  53

2014 National Dialogue Conference and other UN Sponsored Peace Talks 

 

The 2014 National Dialogue Conference, Source: National Yemen 
 
With the conflict between the Houthis and the Hadi government continuing to escalate             

and resulting in tens of thousands of fatalities, the United Nations attempted to facilitate peace               
talks between the opposing parties.  

The United Nations supported the National Dialogue Conference, a meeting agreed upon            
when President Salih agreed to transfer power to Hadi, in 2013. This conference aimed at               
allowing the opposing sides to set forth their views on transitioning to a unified government and                
writing the constitution. Some groups chose not to participate in discussions which complicated             
the process. Nonetheless, the conference concluded in 2014 with a guiding document for the  

53 “Yemen: Human Rights in Yemen During and After the 1994 War” Sheila Carapico and Jemera Rone, URL Here 
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formation of Yemen’s constitution. However, this conference didn’t produce the expected           
results, as the NDC was unable to resolve the many factions’ disputes over distribution of power. 

Other scheduled conferences were repeatedly postponed or suspended due to violent and            
severe developments in the conflict; however, none led to any significant relief. 

2015 Government Transition 
Despite discussions on transitioning to the Hadi government, there was little progress            

made by the Yemeni economy: civil unrest lingered, opposition grew, the GDP decreased, and              
shortage of necessities plagued Yemen. 

The Hadi government resorted to military suppression of protests which was countered            
by the Houthi movement through the takeover of major government buildings. Eventually, even             
though Hadi dissolved his cabinet to include Houthis, the opposition refused to release the              
capital city of Sana’a until an agreeable candidate was picked for the post of Prime Minister.                
Unfortunately, for Hadi, these expectations were not met and an attack was conducted on the               
presidential palace, resulting in the resignation of both the Prime Minister and Hadi himself.  

Now on house arrest, Hadi was supported by the United Nations Security Council on              
February 15th in a resolution asking Houthis to revert to the transition process agreed upon               
during the National Dialogue Conference. This resulted in no significant action on the part of the                
Houthis, but Hadi did escape house arrest and fled to England, Oman and Saudi Arabia. Hadi                
declared himself the rightful leader of Yemen and asked of military support from other nations.               
Saudi Arabia took the lead on responding to Hadi’s call and began launching airstrikes, causing               
thousands of casualties and resulting in nothing more than a stalemate in 2016.  54

2015 Fight with the Islamic State and al-Qaeda 
The global fight against terrorism had detrimental effects to Yemen. The Islamic State of              

Iraq and Syria (ISIS) first attacked Yemen soil on March 20th, 2015, when a group of suicide                 
bombers attacked two mosques (used largely by Houthis) in Sana'a, killing 137 and injuring              
hundreds more. In 2016, ISIS then claimed responsibility for a series of suicide bombings in               55

May and June - including, but not limited to, an attack on a military training camp in Aden                  
(supported by President Hadi) that killed 71 recruits and injured 33 recruits through a car bomb.  

More recently, there has been a significant reduction in the involvement of ISIS in the               
Yemen conflict. This has been a consequence of the unrest in Syria and Iraq and international                
counterterrorism campaigns. 

On the other hand, al-Qaeda’s involvement in the country has expanded. In an attempt to               
rid itself of terrorist activity, the Yemeni government expelled over 100 Islamic leaders in  
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February of 2002. Yet, the government of Yemen released 176 suspected members of al-Qaeda              
from prison on account of improved conduct in 2009. 

2017 Cholera Outbreak 
Due to the lack of sufficient and hygienic resources, Yemen has been hit by the worst                

cholera epidemic in modern history. The problem began when sanitation workers weren’t            
receiving their wages. Consequently, the workers went on strike and left garbage untreated and              
on the roads. This garbage found its way into the water system which led to the contamination of                  
the drinking water for much of the country. Hunger and malnutrition have led to almost 4,000                
cases of cholera being reported per day, which is, in itself, a reduction from previous numbers.                
By the end of 2017, almost a million cases of cholera had been reported and most were of                  
children.  

This issue continues to be aggravated by the government’s lack of cooperation; in 2016,              
the government stopped funding health-care for its citizens, leaving them exposed to more health              
risks.  56

War Actors 
Houthis 

As Zaydi Shiites, the Houthis comprise a minority in Yemen and tend to differ in beliefs 
from otehr Shiites in the rest of the world. The Zaydis are believers of Zayd bin Ali who died 
fighting for the cause of rule by ‘pure caliph’, against the Omayyad Caliphate in 740.  57

Interestingly, both Sunnis and Shiites believed in Zayd’s fight against corruption and this very 
cause is being fought for in the eyes of the Houthis who follow in the footsteps of the late 
Hussein Badr al-Din al-Houthi (leader of the 2004 uprising in Yemen). 

Supposedly strongly funded (both militarily and financially) by Iran, the Houthis are            
rather opaque about the cause of their revolt. They repeatedly cite the denial of basic freedoms                
because of the Sunni nature of the Yemeni government as their call to revolt. Some have also                 58

suggested the Houthis hope to revive clerical rule in Yemen; others have pointed to anti-Israeli               
and anti-semitic threats made to claim that Houthis want complete control of Sa’ada governorate.             

 59

Hadis 
The Hadis, on the other hand, act in support of the views of President Abed Rabbo                

Mansour Hadi. After President Saleh’s resignation in 2011, Hadi was expected to help the              
Yemeni economy and society flourish; however, his fuel subsidy were only the start of a rapidly  

56 “Yemen’s cholera outbreak now worst in history as millionth case looms” Kate Lyons, URL Here 
57 “Who are the Houthis, and why are we at war with them?” Bruce Riedel, URL Here 
58 “Who Are Yemen’s Houthis and What Do They Want?”  Alastair Jamieson, URL Here 
59 “Who Are The Houthis, Part One: What Are They Fighting For?” Alakhbar English, URL Here 
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growing list of enemies. Hadi did attempt to make amends by coming to an agreement with the                 
International Monetary Fund in 2014 to remove fuel and food subsidies but then decided to stay                
in office longer than his term and was thrown out by the Houthis (albeit given the dignity of                  
resignation). 

After some time away from Yemen, Hadi returned to reclaim his authority and began              
bombing his own people with the support of the Saudi Arabian government which continues to               
take the Yemini President’s side.  60

Pro-Saleh 
Originally supporters of President Ali Abdullah Saleh who was a Zaydi Shiite Muslim,             

Pro-Saleh forces are largely represented in Yemen today by the Republic Guards and have (only               
recently) been called on by the Hadis to fight the Houthis. They comprise of soldiers and                61

military experts who supposedly supported the Houthi forces to begin with, but claims have been               
made by Brigadier-General Abdul Salam Al Shehi that pro-Saleh forces have decided to re-align              
themselves.   62

Private Military Contractors (PMCs) 
An often overlooked contributor to the conflict in Yemen are private military contractors             

(PMCs), which include companies like Academi and DynCorp, an American-owned company.           
These PMC’s have mostly been used against the Houthi rebels in Yemen. Such companies were               
signed by the United Arab Emirates for approximately 3 billion dollars. Academi withdrew from              
an area between Yemen, Eritrea and Djibouti, Bab-el-Mandeb, when it caused a significant loss,              
and were replaced by DynCorp.  

Humanitarian Crisis 
The Yemen Civil War is rapidly growing into one of the worst humanitarian crises              

currently presence in the world. According to a previous statement by the United Nations              
Security Council, the crisis in Yemen was “the largest in the world” in terms of “numbers of                 
people in need.” In 2015, the head of the Red Cross stated that “Yemen after five months looks                  
like Syria after five years.” Clearly, the situation is grave and requires immediate attention.              
Diseases and starvation are plaguing the region. There was a massive outbreak of Dengue fever               
which affect over 4000 people, killing at least 100 people. Due to the lack of water security in                  
the region, patients could not effectively be treated. Such inefficiencies have been attributed to              
the deterioration of health care services in the country including but not limited to the closure of                 
health facilities, and elimination of immunization. 
 

60 “It was ideology and empire that lit Yemen’s fire” Andrew Brennan, URL Here 
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The Saudi-led naval blockade has made it nearly impossible to ship anything into the              

nation. Simple necessities are unable to enter the nation. In 2015, the United Nations announced               
that the nation had reached the highest level of humanitarian disaster with more than 80% of the                 
population requiring assistance. And the UN has also stated that the nation is extremely close to                
entering into a famine. 
 Similar to the Syrian Civil War, the Yemen Civil War is seeing an increasing number of                
civilians being displaced from their homes. In less than two years, the amount of internally               
displaced persons had gone from an estimate of 120,000 persons to more than 2,500,000.              
Statements from news outlets and organizations such as UNICEF consistently report the killing             
of children as well. 

Many hospitals and humanitarian efforts are being halted due to the lack of fuel in the                
region. This lack of fuel is also affecting the import of food, and has contributed to the increasing                  
prices of flour and wheat grain. Airstrikes and military interventions are destroying cargo ships              
and supply planes that are responsible for food and water transportation. Even ceasefires are not               
helpful as they do not last long enough for NGOs and humanitarian workers to provide aid for                 
the region. Assistance, aid, infrastructure and trade have severely been damaged by the conflict,              
and are only getting worse. 
 Countless outlets have reported severe human rights abuses in the region. In 2015,             
Reporters Without Borders reported that six journalists were killed because of their work or were               
killed while they were reporting. Other reporters have been killed due to several airstrikes. These               
airstrikes are also responsible for killing civilians. At the start of the conflict, the UN Human                
Rights Commissioner reported that 1,500 civilians were killed. 

  
Aftermath of an airstrike, Source: Global Research 
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A 2016 Human Rights Watch report said that the US involvement in the military              

operations make them “responsible for laws-of-war violations.” There is much debate on            
whether the United States can be considered a co-belligerent because if they are deemed to be so,                 
US personnel could be prone to prosecution. So far, a conclusion has not been reached.               
Furthermore, Human Rights Watch reported bombs being used to attack civilians           
indiscriminately, violating the laws of war. The abuses being committed in this civil war are               
close to mirroring the abuses in the Syrian Civil War. What is more troubling is the abuses being                  
pinned on several of the world powers. If such action continues, terrible precedents can be set for                 
future conflict. 

 
Current Situation 

After the end of the Saudi-led Coalition’s Operation Decisive Storm in 2015, the progress              
of the Yemeni Civil war up to this point can be mostly summarized as constant airstrikes and                 
battles between the Coalition, the Houthis, and often the Islamic State of Iraq. However, in               
January 2018, the UAE-backed southern separatists, represented as the Southern Transition           
Council (STC). They have split paths with the Hadi government among accusations of corruption              
and discrimination. Gun battles erupted in Aden on January 28th 2018, after the deadline set by                
the separatists for Hadi to dismiss his cabinet elapsed. Pro-STC forces seized a number of               
government offices, including the Hadi government's headquarters. By January 30th, the STC            63

had taken control of most of the city of Aden . 64

While deadly battles and constant airstrikes shook the tip of the Arabian Peninsula, living              
conditions of the civilians, those who are still alive, are under harsh circumstances. From 2016,               
along with the Cholera outbreak, the devastation of Yemeni infrastructure, health, water and             
sanitation systems and facilities by Saudi-led coalition air strikes, and the blockade of sea, land,               
and air from Yemen, over 17 million of Yemen’s population are under risk of starvation. Saudi                
Arabia was reported to be deliberately targeting means of food production and distribution in              
Yemen by bombing farms, fishing boats, ports, food storages and other businesses in order to               
exacerbate famine. On December 11th 2017, Jamie McGoldrick, the UN's humanitarian           
coordinator for Yemen, affirmed that 8 million in the country are in danger of famine unless                
access to immediate humanitarian is allowed, and in July 2018, a 25% increase of severe hunger                
cases in Yemen compared to 2017 has been reported. 
 
Possible Solutions 

Even from the very start of the Yemeni Crisis in 2011, attempts for negotiations to pacify                
the crisis have taken place. While initially unsuccessful, the reconciliation efforts resulted with  
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presidential elections, held in Yemen on February 2012. In the National Dialogue Conference             
(NDC) which was held in Sana’a, Yemen from March 2013 to January 2014, plans to restructure                
the parliament and the Shura Council were proposed to equally represent both the north and               
south Yemenis.  

In response to the NDCs proposals, the European Union Foreign Affairs Council stated             
that the NDC “has set an example in the region" for transitional phases. A United States State                 
Department spokeswoman stated that "the [proposals] . . . are evidence of the will of the Yemeni                 
people to work together constructively for the future of their country.” However, Houthi Leader              
Mohammad al-Bakhti rejected the outcomes document "because it divides Yemen into poor and             
wealthy regions,” and the final NDC session was also boycotted by Houthi leaders after the               
assassination of a Houthi representative to the NDC.  

 
UN Peacekeepers, Source: UNIFIL/ Youtube 

Aside from diplomatic Yemen Peace Processes, an United Nations intervention, a           
peacekeeping mission to be exact, might also be a possible solution, especially concerning the              
gravity of the situation. The United Nations currently has peacekeeping missions in Burundi,             
Haiti, Cote d’Ivoire, and so on. In these areas, peacekeeping troops have been deployed for the                
specific purpose of stabilizing, and observing to keep peace. Historically, the United Nations             
have successfully monitored the withdrawal of Egypt and Saudi Arabia in 1962 in Yemen. 

However, as stated above, the United Nations, especially the Security Council, only            
deploys peacekeeping missions to stabilize and maintain peace. In the case of the current Yemen               
Civil War, in the midst of terrorist attacks and airstrikes, a peacekeeping mission might even be                
completely useless. The common misconception of United Nations Peacekeepers is that they are             
deployed to stop an ongoing problem, while in reality, they are deployed in regions that have                
mostly experienced civil wars. Considering the past failures and possible consequences of  
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Peacekeeping missions, the United Nations is mostly focused on peaceful reconciliation,           
especially through its special envoy. 
 
Bloc Positions 
Saudi-led Coalition 

Analysts claim that Shiite-majority Iran and Sunni-dominated Saudi Arabia are locked in            
a strategic contest for influence across the Middle East, and that the Yemen Conflict is one of the                  
hot spots of said contest. According to CNN military analyst Lt. Col. Rick Francona, the Saudis                
"perceive [the Houthis] as a threat from the Iranians”.  65

In March 24th, 2015, exiled Yemeni president Abed Rabbo Mansour Hadi requested            
Saudi intervention to stop the advance of the Houthis, and in response to rumours regarding               
possible Saudi Arabian intervention, a senior Houthi military commander Ali al-Shami           
threatened that his forces “wouldn’t stop our expansion at Mecca but rather Riyadh,” while he               
recalled the 2009 Operation Scorched Earth, when the Houthi forces advanced 50 kilometres into              
Saudi territory with less than 100 fighters . The following day, Saudi Arabia and a coalition of                66

regional allies -- UAE, Bahrain, Morocco, Jordan, Qatar, Sudan, Senegal, and Egypt -- launched              
a military operation in Yemen to, according to a statement from Saudi Arabia, the United Arab                
Emirates, Bahrain, Qatar and Kuwait, bring back Yemen's "security and stability through            
establishing a political process,".   67

The Coalition’s bombing campaign was officially declared over on April 21st, 2015, as             
Saudi officials declared the start of Operation Restoring Hope as a combination of political,              
diplomatic, and military efforts to end the war . Yet, airstrikes continue against Houthi targets,              68

as battles against the rebels and the government forces reemerged . 69

 

 
Saudi-led airstrikes, Source: Alaraby 

 

65 “Why is Saudi Arabia bombing Yemen?” CNN, URL Here 
66 “Yemen’s Houthi Militants Extend Push Southward” WSJ, URL Here 
67 “Saudi and Arab allies bomb Houthi positions in Yemen” Aljazeera, URL Here 
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During the currently ongoing Operation Restoring Hope, the Saudi-led coalition          

repeatedly conducted airstrikes on the Houthi rebels, which often involved civilian casualties .  70

 
The United States of America 

In 2015, former President Barack Obama authorized US forces to provide “logistical and             
intelligence support” to the Saudis in their military intervention in Yemen, establishing a "Joint              
Planning Cell" with Saudi Arabia. The US supported the intervention by "providing            71

intelligence sharing, targeting assistance, advisory and logistical support to the military           
intervention", according to the state department, and in April 2015, the US expanded its              
intelligence support with the coalition . However, the Human Rights Watch claimed violations            72

of international laws of war regarding the indiscriminate attacks on civilians and residential areas              
with the use of US-made bombs, sometimes including banned cluster bombs .  73

On November 2017, the United States House of Representatives passed a resolution that             
declared the U.S. military role in Yemen's civil war was “unauthorized under legislation passed              
by Congress to fight terrorism or invade Iraq”, and on December, Rex Tillerson urged the               
Saudi-led coalition "to be a bit more measured and a bit more thoughtful in those actions, and                 
fully consider the consequences," followed by the US President Donald Trump’s call for the              
leadership of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to request that they completely allow food, fuel,               
water, and medicine to reach the Yemeni people who desperately need it.  74

The United States has also been carrying out drone attacks on Yemen. In 2016, the               
United States launched 21 drones. In 2017, President Donald Trump has vastly increased the              
program, launching over 131 drones. While drones may seem effective at eradicating terrorists,             
Yemeni civilians live under constant fear of being attacked. 

Islamic Republic of Iran 
In the regional backdrop to the war in Yemen, Iran is a pivotal actor. Saudi Arabia has                 

made clear that it sees the conflict in Yemen as the extension of its struggle with the Islamic                  
Republic . Overall, the Iranian debate runs contrary to Saudi Arabia’s understanding of the             75

crisis. Saudi Arabia argues that the Houthi takeover in Sana’a represents a “disruption of              
normalcy” and a dangerous usurpation of power. From Iran’s vantage point, it is the natural               
consequence of the Yemeni government repression and external relations. Saudi Arabia justifies            
its military operation by exiled President Mansur Hadi’s call for protection of Yemen and its               
people. Iran contests Mansur Hadi’s legitimacy and considers the military intervention arbitrary  

70 “Saudi-led Strikes Kill 9 Yemeni Civilians,” ShiiteNews, URL Here 
71 “Saudi Arabia launches air attacks in Yemen,” Washington Post, URL Here 
72 “U.S. Backs Saudi-Led Yemeni Bombing With Logistics, Spying,” Bloomberg, URL Here 
73 “Saudi airstrikes in Yemen violate laws of war, rights group says,” McClatchy, URL Here 
74 “House declares U.S. military role in Yemen's civil war unauthorized,” Politico, URL Here 
75 “Why is Saudi Arabia bombing Yemen?” CNN, URL Here 
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and illegal. Saudi Arabia sees the Houthis as a proxy of Iran, united by a common Shia identity.                  
Iran perceives the Houthis’ Zaydi creed as religiously different but associates their cause with its               
own political agenda.  

Iran attributes more weight to international dysfunctions and injustice than is common in             
Western interpretations. There is frustration with the UN Security Council, which approved the             
2011 transition deal, which was proposed by the Riyadh-based Gulf Cooperation Council and             
involved the resignation of then president Ali Abdullah Saleh, and keeps silent in the face of                
Saudi “aggression”. The Security Council is commonly described as a “Western tool” to gain              
dominance over the region. Some accuse the United States of wanting to control Yemen              
indirectly through Saudi Arabia. The Yemeni government’s relations with the US and Israel are              
believed to have fueled the Houthi expansion .  76

United Kingdom and France 
The United Kingdom being one of the largest arms suppliers to the Saudi Arabian forces,               

the Saudi-led coalition is using British-Made fighter jets and British technical support for the              
Saudis’ airstrikes on the rebels. In 2015, the United Kingdom sold well over 2 billion British                77

pounds worth of weaponry. Due to the extensive use of British weapons in the Yemen Civil                78

War, Amnesty International and the Human Rights Watch claimed that along with the US, the               
UK could be jointly responsible for the human rights abuses committed by the coalition forces               
using American and British weapons.   79

Even after the succession of power from David Cameron to Theresa May, May             
maintained her predecessor's policy under reasoning that close ties with the Saudis "keep people              
on the streets of Britain safe”. In September 2016, then Foreign Minister Boris Johnson refused               80

to block UK arms sales to Saudi Arabia, claiming there remained “no clear evidence of breaches                
of international humanitarian law by Saudi Arabia” in the Yemen conflict, and that it would be                
best for Saudi Arabia to investigate itself.  81

As stated above, the United States and the United Kingdom are regularly accused of              
war-crime complicity for their arms sales to Saudi Arabia. France, however, has been spared              82

such accusations, despite a long-standing partnership with the Saudi Kingdom and several of its              
allies. In 2010, in hopes of expanding their arms sales in the Gulf, French Authorities opened a                 
military base in Abu Dhabi, for equipment exhibition, demonstration, and possible sales to their              
potential clients from the Gulf. In 2016, nearly 60% of the orders for French weaponry came f 

76 “The War in Yemen: The view from Iran,” Kjetil Selvik, URL Here 
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rom the Middle East, and most remarkably, the Saudi monarchy, having purchased nearly nine              
billion euros worth of weaponry between 2010 and 2016.   83

In addition, France was one of the first countries to speak out in favour of the departure                 
of President Saleh and to support the CCASG plan signed on 23 November 2011 in coordination                
with the EU and the United States, also known as the 2011 Transition Deal. France recognises                
the legitimacy of President Hadi and the government in exile and co-sponsored, with the United               
States and the United Kingdom, United Nations Security Council Resolution 2216 of April 2015              
calling for resumption of dialogue and an inclusive solution and imposing an arms embargo and               
individual sanctions on the Houthis.  84

 
Source: Statista 

 
Questions to Consider 

1. How has the involvement of foreign powers such as Saudi Arabia, the UAE and the 
United States affected the Yemen conflict? Should such involvement be encouraged or 
condemned? 

2. How can the humanitarian aspect of the conflict, including violation of rights and lack of 
essential resources, be tackled and more practically resolved? 

3. What role can international cooperation play in ending one of the largest humanitarian 
disasters the world has seen? 

83 “Despite criticism at home, French arms sales double in the Middle East,” Reuters, URL Here 
84 “France and Yemen,” France Diplomatie, URL Here 
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4. What would be an ideal way to determine the political set-up for Yemen post-war so as to 

avoid instability? 
5. How should facilitators of the humanitarian crisis be punished for their actions? 
6. In order to prevent future disasters of this kind, what international regulations should be 

established or amended? 
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